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1 Introduction 
For fixed i = 1, 2, 3 we will consider the following problems 
x^(t)=f(t,x(t),x'(t),x"(t),x'"(t)) (1.1) 
Lij(x)=dj, j = 1,2,3,4, (1.2^ 
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where 
Lu(x)=x(0), L12(x)=x'(0), Lls(x)=x"(0), L14(x) = x'"(0), 
L2l(x) = x(0), L22(x) = x(T), L23(x) = x'(0), L24(x) = x'(T), 
L31(X)=X(0), L32(X) = X(T), L33(x)=X
/,(0), L34(X)-X
,,(T) 
and 0 < t < oo. 
We assume that / is an element of the Colombeau algebra 5 ( E ) , dj for 
j = 1,2,3,4 are elements of the algebra E of generalized real numbers, x(0), 
x'(0), x"(0), x'"(0), x(T), x'(T), x"(T) are understood as the values of the gen-
eralized functions x,x',x",x'" at the point 0 and T respectively. The elements 
dj and / are given. The multiplication, the differentiation, the sum, the com-
position of generalized functions and the equality are meant in the Colombeau 
algebra sense. We prove theorems on the existence and uniqueness of solutions 
of the problems (IT), (1.2;). In certain cases they generalize some of the results 
given in [2], [7], [12], [15], [17] and [20]. 
2 Notation 
Here we recall some basic definitions which are needed later on. For more 
details concerning generalized functions, generalized real numbers as well as for 
the proof of the assertions mentioned in this section, see [3]. 
Let V(R) be the set of all C°° functions E -» E with the compact support. 




Tp(t)dt = l, J tkTp(t)dt = 0, k = l,2,...,q. 




n) = {<p(tu..., tn) = 11 Tp(tr) : Tp e Aq(R)}, N
n = No x . . . x No, 
r = l V "? ' 
n-umes 
where N0 denotes the set of all non-negative integer numbers. 
Furthemore, F[En] is the set of all functions R : A ( E n ) x E n -> E such that 
R(cp, •) e C°°(En) for every (D 6 A ( E n ) . 
For R € £[Rn], tp € ^ i ( E n ) , t G E n and m G Nn 
g|m| 
Dm(R,t) = -QmT--^R((p,t). 
where m = |mi | + . . . + \mn\. (In particular, D0R((p, t) = R(<p,t)). Furthemore, 
if (D e V(Rn) and e > 0 we define 
i n /í \ 
^(^••..ínH-n^fj-
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It G £[Rn] is said to be moderate, if for every compact subset K of E n and every 
m e Nn there is V e N with the following property: for every tp G ,4yv(En) 
there are c > 0 and £0 > 0 such that 
sup \DmR((p£,t)\ < ce~
N for all e G (0,£0). 
teK 
The set of all moderate elements of £[Rn] is denoted by c7M[E
n]. 
By T we denote the set of functions a : N —•> E + which are increasing and 
such that l im^oo a(q) = oo. Furthemore, we define an ideal jV[En] in £M[-^ H ] 
as follows: 17 G ./V[En] if for every compact subset K of E n and every m G Nn 
there are jV G N and a G T with the property: for every q > N and ip G Aq(M
n) 
there are c > 0 and e0 > 0 such that 
sup \DmR(<pe,t)\ < ce
a^-N Use (0,e0)-
The algebra 5(E n ) (the Colombeau algebra) is defined as the quotient algebra 
of £M[E




Its elements are called generalized functions. For R G £ M [ E U ] , the corresponding 
class G G 5(E n ) (i.e. G = R + Af[Rn]) is denoted by [R). Vice versa, if G G 
5 (E n ) , then its representative in O ' M P " ] is usually denoted by RQ-
£Q is the set of the functions mapping A\ (E) into E and £M is the set of all 
moderate elements of F0, i.e. 
£M - {It G £0 : there is N G N such that for every Tp G ^ ( R ) 
there are c > 0 and rjo > 0 such that 
\R(<pe\<ce-
N fore €(0,TIQ)}. 
The ideal N of FM is defined by 
IV = {it G £0 : there are V G N, a G F such that for any 
Q > -V, ^ G *4g(E) there are c > 0 and r/0 > 0 such that 
| I t ( ^ ) | < C 6 ^ - A r f o r 6 G ( 0 , r / 0 ) } 
and 
- - % 
It is known that E is an algebra, it is not a field. The elements of E are called 
generalized real numbers. 
If R G £M[E] and G = [R] e 5(E), then for any t G E the map Y : Tp -> 
R(Tp,t) G E is defined on *4i(E) and belongs to £M- Furthemore, Y depends 
only on G and t and we denote it by G(t). We say that G(t) is the value of 
the generalized function G at the point t. G G 5(E) is said to be a constant 
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generalized function on E if it admits a representative R(Tp, t) which does not 
depend on t. With any Z G E we associate a constant generalized function 
Z G (5(E) which admits Rz(Tp,t) = Z(Tp) as its representative. 
If / G C7°°(E) and G G (5(E), then f(RG) does not belong to £M[R] in 
general (see [3]). Now we will define composition of generalized functions. To 
this aim we will need the algebra 6v(Em x En) defined by 
V } A/V[EmxEn] 
where ST[R
m x En] = {R G £[Em x En] : such that, for every compact K of 
E m and every 5 G N m + n there is p € N with the following property: for every 
(p G Ap(R
m x E n) there are c > 0 and e0 > 0 such that 
s u p s u p \ R ^ k l l ^ < C , - P for all e G (0, ,0)} 
teKxeRn (1 + M r 
and A/;[Em x En] = {It G £[Em x En] : such that, for every compact K of E m 
and every s G N m + n there are p G N and a G V with the following property: for 
every q > p and ip G *4g(E
m x En) there are c > 0 and e0 > 0 such that 
s u p s u p ^ * ^ < <*«<«>-" for all e e (0, <?„)}. 
Let a = [Itp((D, Hi,..., Hn)] G 5r (E
n ) and let /* = [Rfi (Tp, t)] G (5(E), where i = 
n 
l , . . . , n and (p(h,... ,tn) = n Tp(tr). Then Rg((p,Rfl(Tp,t),... ,Rfn(Tp,t)) G 
FAL[E] and we define 
h = GCft,..., fn) = [Rg(<p, Rfl (Tp, t),..., Rfn (Tp, t)] = [Rh(Tp, t)] (see [8]). 
The class [Rh(Tp,t)] does not depend on the choices of Rg and Rfi. All this is 
rather straightforward from the definitions. 
Throughout the paper [0,T] stands for the compact interval 0 < t < T. By 
C3[0, T] we denote the set of all real functions with the continuous 3rd derivative 
in [0,T]. Finally, for x G C3[0,T] and n G {0,1,2,3} we put 
3 
ll-Dn(aO||[o,T] = ™ax \Dnx(t)\ and ||X||[0,T],3 = X ^ ' U ^ ^ I I I O . T ] -
G [ ' j i=0 
We say that x G (5(E) is a solution of the equation (IT) if there is H G A/"[E] 
such that for any representative Rx of x the relations 
D±Rx(Tp,t) - Rf(y,t,Rx(Tp,t),DlRx(Tp,t),D2R^ 
= ri(Tp,t) (2.1) 
are satisfied for all Tp G Ai(R) and £ G E. (Here (p(tu..., t5) = f l L i ^(*i))-
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The generalized function p G GW is called of ??i-type if it has a represen-
tative Rp(Tp,t) with the following property: for every compact interval [-a,a] 
there is N G N such that for every Tp G ,4/v(K) there are constants c > 0 and 
€Q > 0 such that 
sup 
tЄ[~а,а) 
\Rp(cp£,s)\ds <c for є Є (0,є 0). (2.2) 
The generalized function / in G r ( E x E
n ) is called of the semilinear type if 
it has a representative Rf(<p, t,U\,... ,un) with the following property: there 
are elements pj G _7(1R), (j = l , . . . , n -f 1) and NGN such that for every 
(p G ^4TV(M x E n ) there is constant e0 > 0 such that 
n 
iRf^^ur^.^Un^^Y^^vMeMuA + lRp^A^eM (2.3) 
r=l 
for all e G (0,SQ), where pr are of ra-type and p(h,..., £n+i) = Il?=i ^(fy)-
The generalized function / in fiy(R x En) is called the Lipschitz type if it 
has a representative Rf(tp,t,Ui,... ,un) with the following property: there are 
elements pr G G(R) and NGN such that for every tp e AN(^ x -R
n) there is 
constant eo > 0 such that 
n 
\Rf((p£,t,Ui, . . . ,Un) - Rf((p£,t,U~l, . . , ,U^)\ < Y^\Rpr(^e^)\ K " ̂ | . (
2-4) 
r=l 
for all e G (0,£o), where pr are of m-type and p(t\,...,£n+i) — IljLi <P(£j)-
R e m a r k 2.1 Any generalized functions of the Lipschitz type is also of the 
semilinear type. 
3 Main results 
T h e o r e m 3.1 Let f G 6v(E x E4) and let £ be the Lipschitz type. Then the 
problem (l.l)-(1.2i) has a unique solution x G (5(E). 
P roof The proof of Theorem 3.1 is similar to that of Theorem 3.1 in the paper 
[8]. Indeed, let Rf and Rdj be representative of / and dj respectively. From the 
classical theory of differential equations we have that there is a unique solution 
x(Tpe,t) G C°°(K) to 
zW(t)=Rf(<pe,t,x,x',x",x'") ' ( , 
Llj(x(Jp£,0) = Rdj(lp£), TpeAN(R), j = 1,2,3,4.
 l ' ; 
We will prove that x(Tp£,t) belongs to £ M M - We have 
_ I f1 _ _ _ _ 
X(<f£,t) = - / ( £ - s )
3 i t : / ( ( D e , S , £ ( v ^ s ) , L 9 i ^ 6./0 
+ W3(ӯ£,t), (3.2) 
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where 
t2 t3 
W3(Tpe,t) = Rdl(Tpe) + f̂aGFe)* + #d30r\) "̂  + ^O/U"g • 
Using (2.3), (3.2) and the Gronwall inequality we obtain that for every Tp G 
*A/v(R) there are c0 > 0 and e0 > 0 such that 
sup |x(^ e , r ) | < c0e~
N for e € (0,£o). (3.3) 
t&[—a,a] 
Hence, by (3.2) and (3.3) for every r G N0 there is iVr G N such that 
sup \Dr(Tp£1t)\ < cre~
N for e G (0,£ r) and ^ G A lv r W-
t£[ — a,a] 
Now, if we extend the definition of x(Tp£,t) on the whole .yli(E), by setting 
x(Tp,t) = 0 in the cases that ^ G A\(R) \ AN(R) we get x(Tp,t) G £ M [ R ] -
Denoting by x the class of #((/?, t) in £?(M) we conclude that x is a solution of the 




= g / ( t -5) 3 ( I?/ ( (D £ ,5 , I? y ( (D £ , s ) , I7i^((D e ,5) ,^ 
+ Rr,(<pe,s))ds + W3(Tpe,t) + R^(Tpe,t), (3.4) 
Llj(Ry(Tp£,t)) = .Rdi(^e) + %(</?,), where i ^ , ^ G ./V[l], TT,- GAfJ = 1,2,3,4. 
According to (2.4), (3.2), (3.4) and the Gronwall inequality we have that 
there are c0 > 0, TV G N and £Q > 0 such that 
sup \x(Tp£,t) -Ry(Jp£Jt)\ < c0e
a^~N' (3.5) 
t(z[—a,a] 
for all q> N',Tp G .4 /vW and £ G ( 0 , 4 ) . Similarly, the relations (3.2)-(3.5) 
yield the existence of constants cr > 0, Nr eN and er > 0 such that 
sup \Drx(Tp€,t) - DrRy(TpE,t)\ < cre
a{q)~K 
t£[—a,a) 
is true for q > Nr, Tp G Aq(R) and e G (0,e|.)- We see that 
x(Tp,t) -Ry(Tp,t) eJ\f[R] 
which completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. • 
Remark 3.1 If 
f(t,UUU2,U3,U4) = g P r W 1 + t t ? + ^ + t t 2 + t t 2 +»(*), 
where p^ G £(-&), ^ = 1 , . . . , 5 and p r are of m-type for r = 1 , . . . , 4, then / is 
the Lipschitz type. 
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Corollary 3.1 Let f G GT(^ x M4) and le£ / 6e of the semilinear type. Then 
the problem (l.l)-(l .2i) has a solution in 
By the same way we can prove the following 
Corollary 3.2 Let f{ G ST(E x R
n) and let f{ be of the Lipschitz type. Then 
the problem 
x'i(t) = fi(t,x1(t)i...,xn(f)) (1.1)' 
Xi(t0) =di, di G % t0 G R, i = 1 , . . . , n (1.21)
/ 
has a unique solution x = ( x l 5 . . . , xn) G ((5(IR))
n. 
Corollary 3.3 Let / E 5 r ( i x E
n) and let /?; be O/ £lie semilinear type. Then 
the problem (1.1)'-(1.2t)' has a solution in (£(M))n. 
Now we will formulate two theorems on the existence and uniquenes of the 
solutions of the problem (1.1)-(1.22) and (1.1), (1.23). To this aim we will need 
the following hypothesis: 
Hypo thes i s (Hi) There is N G N such that for every Tp G ,4/v(-R) there exist 
e0 > 0 and 70 > 0 such that for all e G (0,e0) the condition 
ûѓI0є(Pl,P2,PЗ,P4) < 1 " 7 0 (3.6) 
is satisfied with 
rT 
he (Pl,P2,P3,Pi) = ^ J / \RPr (Ve^)\
dt 
ЬP4) = S / 
г = 1 Jo 
and 
+ mЩzШĽ + ±т + h i f i = 2 
+ 1, if i=3. 
вi = <! й 2 т 2 V 5
1 6 2
т ^
2 7 " í : " ~ (з.б,) 
Theorem 3.2 Let i G {2,3} and let (Hi) be true. Furthemore, suppose that all 
the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 are fulfilled. Then the problem (1.1), (1-2Z), 
has in (5(E) exactly one solution. 
In the proof of Theorem 3.2 we will make use of the Green function Gi(t, s), 
i = 2,3 of the boundary value problem 
x<4> (t) = 0, Lix (x) = Li2 (x) = Ll3 (x) = L24 (x) = 0 
which are respectively defined by the following presciptions: 
Jfci(M), i f O < i < s < T , 
G 2 ( M ) = \ M M ) , - f O < . < i < T . ( 2 ) 
G s ( M ) = ( ! l ( t ' S ) ' * ° - ^ ' - - T (3.73) 
V ; \ / 2 ( M ) , i f O < s < i < T , 
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where 
(SZ • 1 .2 1"W3 (Л 
^ = ( З T + 2T̂  -бj* Ҷ 
**<*,-) = (Џ + -L- a) *3 + (-±-- г 
W'.') = 5(- 1 + .f)í,-*(w + Т-5 г ) ' 
2T2
S - T + 2 S ) 
' 2 , - J , 1 
^ S ) = 6 T - T + H6T + 3 T J - = -
The properties of the functions Gi needed later on are described by the following 
lemma: 
Lemma 3.1 Let i <E {2,3}. Then 

















a,;я = 1, 
where 
CLin = 
£2fori = 2 Г
a v — °'Л fori = 2 






for i = 3, 
Û»2 = 
§fori = 2 
\ fori = 3. 
Remark 3.2 Notice that 
\r (T TW n - \r (T T\\ n - \dG2 / /(5-V /Í3)T T(Vl3-l)\\ 
«20 = |0r2 ( f , T J | , ^30 - |G3 12", j J I , <*21 - | "^f (, 6 ' ~ 6 J | ' 
a з i " дt ( 0 , ^ # ^ ) | 3 a 2 2 = | ^ ( 0 , f ) | and a 3 2 
a 2 C 3 lT ; n 
<9t2 v 2 ' 2 y 
Proof of Theorem 3.2 Let i £ {2,3} be given and let Rf and Rdj be 
representative of / and dj respectively. We consider the problem 
xW(t) = Rf(ife,t,x(t),x'(t),x"(t),x'"(t)) Lij(x) = Rdj(tpe), j = 1,2,3,4. 
(3-9) 
It is easy to see that the problem (3.9) is equivalent to the problem of deter-
mining the fixed point of the operator Tf. 
(Ti(x))(t) = / Gi(t,s)Rf(<ps,s,x(8),x'(8),x"(s),x'"(s))ds + Wi(t), (3.10) 
-to 
where x € C°°[0,T], W,(t) = Ai(Xp£)t
3 + Bi(Jpe)t
2 + d(lpe)t + Ei(Tpe); 
Ai,Bi,Ci,Ei G £M and Ltj(Wi(t)) = Ris(Jpt). 
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By (2.4), Lemma 3.1 and (3.10) for all x,y E C3[Q,T] we have 
||Ti(x) - Ti(y)\\[0jT] < ai0I0e(pi,P2,P3,P4)||-C ~ 2/ll[o,T],3, (3-11) 
\\(Ti(x))f - m(u))'||[0)T] < aaIoe(pi,P2,P3,P4)||a: ~ 2/||[o,T],3, (3.12) 
\\(Ti(x))" - (Ti(y))"\\[0>T] < ai2Ioe(pi,P2,P3,P4)|k - 2/ll[o,T],3 (3.13) 
and 
||(T.(x))'" - (Ti(3,))"%o,T\ < ai3Ioe(pi,P2,P3,P4)\\x - y\\[0,T],3, (3.14) 
where I0e is defined by (3.6) and x,y E CtoTl* Now, taking into account the 
relations (3.11)-(3.14), it follows that 
\\Ti(x) -Ti(y)||[0,71,3 <^ I 0 e (p i ,P2 ,P3 ,P4) lk - -y||[0,T],3- (3-15) 
Hence for fixed Tp E *ATV(E) and e E (0,£o) we get that Ti is a contractive 
operator. In view of the contractivity of Ti the problem (3.10) has a solution. 
Let x(Tp£,t) E C°°[0,T] be a solution of the problem (3.9). We extend the 
definition of x(Tp, t) = 0 on the whole A L ( E ) by setting x(Tp,t) = 0 in the cases 
that Tp E Ai(R) \ ^ T V ( E ) . By the relations (2.4), (3.6) and (3.15) we conclude 
that for every r E No there are constants cr > 0,£r > 0 and Nr E N such that 
\\Drx(Tp£,t)\\%TU<Cre-
N^ (3.16) 
is true for Tp E *4jvr(E) and e E (0,e r). Furthemore, if to E (0,T), then (3.16) 
implies that 
Dnx((p£lt0) E EM for n = 0,1,2,3. 
On the other hand z — x(Tp£,t) is a solution of the problem 
z^(t) = Rf(y£yt,z(t),z'(t),z"(ttz"
f(t)) 
z(t0) = x (^ e , t 0 ) , *'(*o) = T>ix(Tp£,t0), z"(t0) = D2x(Tp£,t0), 
zf"(t0) = D3x(7p6,t0). 
So, by virtue of Theorem 3.1 we obtain x(Tp,t) E £ M [ E ] . If we define x as the 
class of x(Tp,i) in 5(E), then x is a solution of the problem (1.1), (1.2$). To obtain 
uniqueness, assume that there are two solutions x and u with representatives 
x(Tp,t) and Ry(Tp,t). Then 
Ry&eit) = / Gi(t,s)(Rf(Lp£,s,Ry(ip£,s),DlRy((p£,s),D2Ry(w£,s), 
Jo 
1^3^(^^))+^e^))^-FTVi(t)+r7(^,0, (3.17) 
where 77,77 E jV[E]. 
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Therefore, there are e0 > 0, c0 > 0, N\ E N such that for q > N\, Tp E 
.4.^ (E) and e E (0,£o) the following inequality is true 
\\x(Tp£1t) - Ry(Tp£,t)\\[0yTl3 < 
< aiI0e(puP2,P3,P4)\\x{Tpe,t)-Ry^ (3.18) 
If 60 E (0,T), then (3.18) inplies that 
x(Tp£,t0) - Ry(Tp£,t0) E JV and Dmx(Tp£,t0) - DmRy(Tp£,t0) E JV 
for m = 1,2,3. Using Theorem 3 A we get x = y, which completes the proof of 
Theorem 3.2. • 
Corollary 3.4 Let i E {2, 3} and let (Hi) be true. Furthemore, suppose that 
all the assumptions of Corollary 3.1 are fulfilled. Then the problem (1-1), (1-2%) 
has a solution x E (5(E). 




where bj,t E E, a,i(j2j=i IM) < ^ a* a r e defined by (3.6*) andp j = [RPj], then 
hypothesis (Hi) is satisfied. 
Corollary 3.5 Let i E {2,3}. pr E L/ 0 C(E),r = 1,2,3,4 and 
7 = a * ( Í ] / l P r ( t ) l # ) < - , (3-19) 
ivzctz Oj #i?;en by (3.6i). Then the problem (1.1), (1-2%) has a unique solution in 
the Caratheodory sense. 
4 Relations between Caratheodory's and Colombeau's 
concepts of solutions of differential equations 
Remark 4.1 It is known that every distribution is moderate (see [3]). In gen­
eral, the composition in (5(E) does not coincide with the usual composition of 
continuous functions (see [3]). As a consequence, solutions of ordinary difer-
ential equations in the Caratheodory sense and in the Colombeau sense are 
different (in general). To "repair" the consistency problem for composition we 
give the definition introduced by J. F. Colombeau in [3]. A generalized function 
u E (5(E) is said to admit a member w E V(R) as the associated distribution, 
if it has a representative Ru with the following property: for every ^ E V(R) 
there is N E N such that for every Tp E .4;v(E) we have 
/
oo 
Ru(Xp£,ť)^(ť)dt = w(#). 
-oo 
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If p € L/0C(R), we define 
/
oo 
f(t-u)Tp(u)du = (p*lp)(t), Tp G ^li(E) . 
-oo 
Obviously, Itp G £M[R] and p is of ra-type. 
In this section we assume that a function / : R5 —» R satisfies condition (C) 
the function f(t,U\,U2,uz,ut) is Lebesgue measurable , , 
with respect to t for all fixed (^i,u2,U3.114). 
the function /(t\ui,u2,1x3,1x4) is continuous 
with respect to (Hi, u2,1x3,^4) for every t G l , 
(4.2) 
| /(*,Ul,tl2,l-3-U4) - / ( ^ U i , U 2 , U 3 , U 4 ) | < ^ p ? ; ( 0 | H i - U{\, (4.3) 
t = l 
| / (^,0,0,0,0) | <p5(*), (4.4) 
where p r are non negative functions and p r E F/0c(R) for r = 1, 2,3, 4, 5. 
Furthemore, we assume that dj G R for j = 1,2,3,4. 
Remark 4.2 If / has the property (C), then we define 
Rf(ip,t1UUU2,U3,Ui) = / / (£ - T0,ui - Ti,u2 - T2,H3 - T3,H4 - T4)(D(T) dT 
= /*</>, (4.5) 
where (D(T) = ^(To)^(Ti)^(T2)^(T3)^(T4), <̂  G *4i(R) and dT = dTodTidT2dT3dT4. 
From the properties of the convolution we have 
Ds(f*v)=f*(Dsip) (see[l]). 
Hence we get / G 6v(RxR4) and It/ satisfies ill the assumptions of Theorem 3.1. 
Theorem 4.1 Let x = [I£T(<D,6)] be a solution of the problem (1.1), (l.%i) in 
the Colombeau sense and let x be a solution of the problem (1.1), (l-2i) in the 
Caratheodory sense. Then x admits an associated distribution which equals x. 
We start with auxiliary lemmas. 
L e m m a 4.1 Let B be a compact subset O/R . let [a, b] be an arbitrary compact 
interval and let u = (ui, w2,u3,U4) G R . Furthemore, let 
/
oo 
f(t-eT0,u)v(T0)dT0, tpeAi(R). (4.5)' 
-oo 
Then J f£(s,u) — f(s,u))ds converges uniformly to 0 for e —> 0
+ On £ae se£ 
[a,b] x H. 
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Lemma 4.2 Let B C M4 be a compact subset O/M4. let x£ • [a, b] —> E and let 
(xe(t),x'£(t),x£ ,x£ (t)) £ B for i = 0 ,1 ,2 ,3 ; t £ [a,b], e £ (0,£o). Furthermore, 
let the system of functions {x£ } be equicontinuous. Then 
L 
t 
(fє(s,xє(s),x'є(s),x"£(s),x"є (s)) - f(s,xє(s),xє(s),xє(s),xє(s)))ds 
converges uniformly to 0 on the interval [a,b]. 
Lemmas 4-1-4-2 are consequences of the Lebesgue theorem,, Lemma 3.1 and 
Remark 3.1 from the paper [10]. 
Proo f of Theorem 4.1 Let It/ be defined by (4.5) and let Rx(Tp£,t) be a 
solution of the problem (3.1). We consider the integral equation (3.2), where 
Rd.(Tp£) — dj for j = 1,2,3,4. Evidently 
Rx@e,t) = - I I (t-s)
3((fa£(s)-k2£(s)) + (k2£(s)-k3(s)))ip(T)dTds 
° JO JR5 
+ \f (t-s)3k3(s)ds + W3(t), (3.2)' 
o Jo 
where 
fas = f(s-6TQ,x(Tp£,s) -STi,Dix(Tp£,s) -ST2,D2x(Tp£,s) -ET3, 
D3x(Tp£,s) - e r 4 ) , 
fas = f(s-ETQ,x(Tp£,s),Dix(Tp£,s),D2x(Tp£,s),D3x(Tp£,s)), 
h(s) = f(s,x(y£,s),Dix(Tp£,s),D2x(lp£,s),D3x(Tp£,s)) 
and 
W3(t) = dl+d2t + da
t~ + ^t3. 
Let [a,b] be an arbitrary compact interval. Using the relations (4.2), (4.3), 
(3.2) and the Gronwall inequality we conclude that the systems of functions 
{DiRx(Tp£,t)} are equibounded and equicontinuous for fixed Tp £ .4i(M), i = 
0,1,2,3; e £ (0,£0) and t £ [a,b]. Thus, by virtue of the relations (3,2)', 
(4.2)-(4.3) and Lemma 4.2 for i = 0,1,2,3 and for every fixed Tp £ ^4i(E), we 
get 
lim Dix(Tp£,t) = x
( i )(t) 
e—>0 
uniformly on [a, b] and x is a solution of (IT), (1.2) in the Caratheodory sense. 
On the other hand, x = [x(c^, t)] is a generalized solution of (1.1), (1.2i). This 
proves Theorem 4.1. • 
Theorem 4.2 Let the assumptions of Corollary 3.5 be satisfied and let x be a 
solution of the problem (LI), (l-2{) in the Caratheodory sense. Furthemore, let 
x = [x(Tp,t)] be a solution of the problem (1.2%) generalized in the Colombeau 
sense. Then x admits an associated distribution which equals x. 
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Proo f Let i G {2,3}. We consider the operator Ti£ defined as follows 
Tie(x)= f f G i l M j K M s ) - M 5 ) ) + fe(5) - fe(5)))^)dr (is 
JO JK5 
Gi(t,8)fa(s)d3 + Wi(t), (4.6) 
/() 
where x G C73[0,T], 
ku(s) = f(s - £T0,x(s) - 6TUx(s) - £T2,x"(s) - 6T3,x"'(s) - £T4), 
h~£(s) = f(s-eT0,x(8),x
t(s),x"(s),x,"(s))1 
h(8) = f(8,x(s),Xt(s),x"(s),X,"(8)) 
and Wi(t) is a polynomial of the order < 3 such that Llj(Wi) = dj for j = 
1,2,3,4. We denote 
/3 = l + ai / p5W*, r0 = /?( l~ 7 )~
1 , 
Jo 
where 7 is defined by (3.19). Define now a set U as follows 
U = {x G C73[0,T] : ||x - m||[o,T],3 < r} , where r > r0. 
Obviously the set U is nonempty, convex and closed in the space (C73[0,T], || • 
||[O,T],3)- In virtue of (4.2)-(4.3), (4.6) and Lemma 4.2 for fixed Tp G ,4i(R), 
fixed e G (0,£o) and x G U we have 
||Tie(x) - m||10,T],3 < 7lMI[o,n,3 + P ^
 r- ( 4 j ) 
By (4.3) and (4.6)-(4.7), for every x G U the function Tie(x) is continuous 
and its values belong to U. The relations (4.6)-(4.7) also imply that the set 
Tie(U) consists of equicontinuous and equibounded functions and therefore it is 
relatively compact. It follows from the Schavder theorem that the problem 
X^(t) = Rf(Ve,t,x(t),x'(t),x"(t),x"'(t)), 
Lij(x)=dj, j = 1,2,3,4 
has for any e G (0,£o) a solution in the class C73[0,T]. Using arguments similar 
to those in the proof of Theorem 3.2 we get that the problem (1.1), (1.2^) has 
a solution x(Tp£,t) in (7°°( —00,00) and x(Tp£,t) G £M[-&]-
Now, taking into account the relations (4.6)-(4.7) and Lemma 4.2, we con-
clude that the systems of functions {Drx(Tp£,t)} are equibounded and equicon-
tinuous in (C73[0,T],|| • ||[O,T],3) for e G (0,e0) and r = 0,1,2,3. There exists 
a subsequence {x(Tpe t)} of {x(Tp£,t)} convergent in (C7
3[0,T],|| • ||[O,T],3) to 
x G C73[0,T]. Lemma 4.2 implies that x is a solution of the problem (1.1), (1.2^) 
in the set C73[0,T], On the other hand x is the unique solution of (IT), (1.2^) in 
the Caratheodory sense and x G U. So, x(t) = x(t) for t G [0,T]. Let to G (0,T) 
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and let Hindoo (Drx((p£v1t0)) — d r+i for r = 0,1,2,3. Then z = x(cp£1t) is a 
solution of the Cauchy problem 
z^(t) = Rf(ip£^z(t),z'(t),z"(t),z'"(t)) 
z^(to) = (Drx(lp£,t0)), r = 0,1,2,3. 
By proceding as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 we can prove, that for every 
Tpe Ai(R) and r = 0,1,2,3, 
UmDrx(Tp£,t) = x
( r ) ( t ) 
£->0 
almost uniformly on M. This proves Theorem 4.2. 
Remark 4.3 The concept of generalized solutions of ordinary differential equa-
tions can be considered also in ofter ways. See e.g. [4]-[6], [8]—[11], [14], [16], 
[18]-[19], [21]. 
Remark 4.4 The definition of Colombeau generalized functions on a given 
open subset E n is analogous to the definition used in this paper (see [3]). It is 
not difficult to observe that if reformulated our assumptions in a proper way, 
the results of this paper would remain true also in the case when the generalized 
functions are considered on some open subset (a,b) x E4 of M5. 
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